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SOME IDENTITIES INVOLVING PROUHET-THUE-MORSE
SEQUENCE AND ITS RELATIVES
JAKUB BYSZEWSKI, MACIEJ ULAS
Abstract. Let sk(n) denote the sum of digits of an integer n in base k.
Motivated by certain identities of Nieto, and Bateman and Bradley involving
sums of the form
∑2n−1
i=0 (−1)
s2(i)(x + i)m for m = n and m = n + 1, we
consider the sequence of polynomials
fum,n(x) =
kn−1∑
i=0
ζ
sk(i)
k
(x+ u(i))m.
defined for sequences u(i) satisfying a certain recurrence relation.
We prove that computing these polynomials is essentially equivalent with
computing their constant term and we find an explicit formula for this number.
This allows us to prove several interesting identities involving sums of binary
digits. We also prove some related results which are of independent interests
and can be seen as further generalizations of certain sums involving Prouhet-
Thue-Morse sequence.
1. Introduction
In this note, we are interested in generalizing certain identities involving the
classical Prouhet-Thue-Morse sequence tn = (−1)s2(n), where we write sk(n) for
the sum of digits of the number n written in base k so that tn depends on the
parity of the number of ones in the binary expansion of n. The Prouhet-Thue-
Morse sequence arises in many areas of mathematics and physics. An interesting
and varied collection of applications and properties of the Prouhet-Thue-Morse
sequence can be found in a survey article of Allouche and Shallit [1]. Among many
interesting identities satisfied by the sequence tn we have the classical identity
involving the polynomial fm,n(x) defined by
fm,n(x) =
2n−1∑
i=0
ti(x+ i)
m, m, n ≥ 0.
The polynomials fm,n vanish when m < n. This follows immediately from the
identity
∑2n−1
i=0 tii
m = 0 for nonnegative integers m < n obtained by Prouhet in
1850s (see also [5, p. 37] and references given therein). We also have a similar
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identity for the polynomial
gm,n(x) =
2n−1∑
i=0
ti(x+ s2(i))
m = 0
and integers m < n. This is actually much simpler to prove. Furthermore, we have
some curious identities for fm,n(x) when m = n and m = n+ 1, namely
fn,n(x) = (−1)
nn!2
n(n−1)
2 , fn+1,n(x) = (−1)
n(n+ 1)!2
n(n−1)
2
(
x+
2n − 1
2
)
.
The proof of the former identity was given by Nieto in [6]. The proof of the latter
identity was obtained by Bateman and Bradley [3]. One can also prove an analogous
result for the polynomials gm,n, namely
gn,n(x) = (−1)
nn!, gn+1,n(x) =
(−1)n
2
(n+ 1)!(2x+ n).
The aim of this article is to provide a context in which all these equalities can
be obtained as special cases of a more general result. To be more precise, let us
observe that the sequences s2(n) and n both satisfy a recurrence relation:
(1) u(2i+ j) = pu(i) + j for j = 0, 1.
(with p = 1 for the sequence u(n) = s2(n) and p = 2 for the sequence u(n) = n).
This suggests to consider a family of polynomials
fum,n(x) =
kn−1∑
i=0
ζ
sk(i)
k (x+ u(i))
m,
where k ≥ 2 is an integer, ζk 6= 1 is a k-th root of unity and u(n) is a sequence of
elements of V which satisfies a recurrence relation
u(ki+ j) = P (u(i)) + jq for i ≥ 0, j = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1,
and q ∈ V , where V is a finitely dimensional vector space over a fieldK and P : V →
V is a linear endomorphism. The polynomial fum,n with a suitably chosen sequence
u can be seen as a generalization of the polynomials fm,n and gm,n considered
before.
We now briefly describe the contents of the paper. In Section 2, we study the
polynomials fum,n(x). We start by reducing the problem of computing the poly-
nomial fum,n(x) to computing its constant term F
u
m,n := f
u
m,n(0). Then, using a
simple induction argument, we prove that Fum,n = 0 for m < n. Next, we present
several results concerning the computation of Fum,n for m ≥ n. In particular, we
state a recurrence relation satisfied by Fum,n (Theorem 2.5) and this allows us to
compute it in closed form (Theorem 2.9 and formula (5), see also Corollary 2.10).
As a consequence, we get several curious identities involving the function s2(n).
In Section 3, we consider the function Nk(l, i) which counts the number of oc-
currences of a digit l in the expansion of an integer i in base k. We define a related
function with k = 2b− 1 given by Nk,v(i) =
∑b
j=1Nk(vj , i), where v = (v1, . . . , vb)
is a b-tuple of pairwise distinct elements of {1, . . . , 2b− 1}. Using some polynomial
identities and a simple differential operator, we prove the identity
kn−1∑
i=0
(−1)Nk,v(i)im = 0,
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where m < n (Theorem 3.2). This identity allows us to think about the sequences
Nk(l, i) (for a fixed k and l) as generalizations of the Prouhet-Thue-Morse sequence.
We also state a simple expression for the value of this sum when m = n (which is
non-zero in general).
Finally, in the last section we propose several conjectures generalizing the iden-
tities obtained in previous sections to the realm of polynomials in several variables.
2. First results
We start by defining a class of sequences for which an analogue of Prouhet’s
result holds.
Let k ≥ 2 be an integer. By far the most important case will be when k = 2,
but we will state most of the results for a general k. Let K be a field and let V
be a finitely dimensional vector space over K. We consider sequences u(n), n ≥ 0
which take values in V and satisfy a recurrence relation
(2) u(ki + j) = P (u(i)) + jq for i ≥ 0, j = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1 and u(0) = 0,
where q ∈ V and P : V → V is a linear map. We will be mostly interested in the
case when V = K, but sometimes (in particular in Corollarries 2.13 and 2.14) we
will use the more general setup. We have already noted in the introduction that
the sequence u(n) = s2(n) satisfies such a recurrence with k = 2, V = K, P = id,
q = 1 and the sequence u(n) = n satisfies such a recurrence with V = K, q = 1
and P = multiplication by k.
The assumption that u(0) = 0 is not particularly restrictive. In fact, for any
sequence u satisfying the recurrence in (2), substituting i = j = 0 shows that u(0)
is a fixed point of P , and so after subtracting a fixed P -invariant vector, we can
always get u(0) = 0. In what follows, we always assume that u(0) = 0. We will
show that all the identities stated in the introduction generalize to the more general
context of sequences satisfying recurrence (2).
Remark 2.1. If sequences u1,u2, . . . ,uν satisfy recurrences of the form (2) with
Vi, Pi : Vi → Vi and qi ∈ Vi, then the sequence
u = (u1,u2, . . . ,uν)
satisfies such a recurrence with V = V1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Vν , P = P1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Pν , and q =
(q1, . . . , qν).
We are ready to introduce the family of polynomials which will be the main
object of our study. Let k ≥ 2 and ζk 6= 1 be a (not necessarily primitive) k-th root
of unity (we assume ζk ∈ K). For integers m,n ≥ 0, consider the polynomials
(3) fum,n(x) =
kn−1∑
i=0
ζ
sk(i)
k (x+ u(i))
m.
The polynomial fum,n is a polynomial in x with values in the symmetric algebra
Sym(V ) of V . If we choose a basis v1, . . . , vν of V , we can regard f
u
m,n as a polyno-
mial in x whose coefficients are homogenous polynomials in v1, . . . , vν . The poly-
nomials considered in the introduction are all special cases of fum,n (for u(n) = n
and u(n) = s2(n)). For future use, note that the endomorphism P : V → V induces
an endomorphism of Sym(V ), which we will denote by the same letter. In what
follows, we always assume that the sequence u satisfies the recurrence (2).
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We start with the following simple lemma which allows us to reduce the problem
of computing the polynomial fum,n to the problem of computing the elements
Fum,n = f
u
m,n(0) =
kn−1∑
i=0
ζ
sk(i)
k u(i)
m.
To simplify notation, we will often write Fm,n for F
u
m,n and fm,n(x) for f
u
m,n(x).
Lemma 2.2. For m,n ≥ 0, the following equality holds:
fm+1,n(x) = (m+ 1)
∫ x
0
fm,n(t)dt+ Fm+1,n.
Proof. We have
∫ x
0
fm,n(t)dt =
kn−1∑
i=0
ζ
sk(i)
k
(t+ u(i))m+1
m+ 1
∣∣∣x
0
=
fm+1,n(x)− Fm+1,n
m+ 1
. 
The values of Fm,n for u(n) = s2(n) can be computed directly. Denote by
{
m
n
}
the Stirling number of the second kind, i.e., the number of partitions of a set with
m elements into n nonempty subsets.
Proposition 2.3. Let u(n) = s2(n). Then Fm,n = (−1)
nn!
{
m
n
}
.
Proof. We have Fm,n =
∑2n−1
i=0 (−1)
s2(i)s2(i)
m. Among integers 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n − 1
there are exactly
(
n
s
)
many with s2(i) = s. Thus we get Fm,n =
∑n
s=0(−1)
s
(
n
s
)
sm.
This is equal to (−1)nn!
{
m
n
}
by a well-known formula. 
Note that in this case we have Fm,n = 0 for m < n. In fact, this is a general
phenomenon.
Proposition 2.4. Let m < n be nonnegative integers. Then fm,n(x) = 0.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that Fm,n = 0. Indeed, once we know that Fm,n = 0
for m < n, we see that
fm,n(x) =
kn−1∑
i=0
ζ
sk(i)
k (x+ u(i))
m =
kn−1∑
i=0
ζ
sk(i)
k
m∑
p=0
(
m
p
)
u(i)pxm−p
=
m∑
p=0
(
m
p
)
xm−p
kn−1∑
i=0
ζ
sk(i)
k u(i)
p =
m∑
p=0
(
m
p
)
Fp,nx
m−p = 0
and the result follows.
We prove that Fm,n = 0 for m < n by induction on n. This is vacuously true
when n = 0. Assume the claim is true for a given n and consider Fm,n+1 with
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m < n+ 1. We have the following chain of equalities
Fm,n+1 =
kn+1−1∑
i=0
ζ
sk(i)
k u(i)
m =
k−1∑
j=0
kn−1∑
i=0
ζ
sk(ki+j)
k u(ki+ j)
m
=
k−1∑
j=0
ζjk
kn−1∑
i=0
ζ
sk(i)
k (P (u(i)) + jq)
m
=
k−1∑
j=0
ζjk
kn−1∑
i=0
ζ
sk(i)
k
m∑
l=0
(
m
l
)
jlqlP (u(i))m−l
=
k−1∑
j=0
ζjk
m∑
l=0
(
m
l
)
jlql
kn−1∑
i=0
ζ
sk(i)
k P (u(i))
m−l
=
k−1∑
j=0
ζjk
m∑
l=0
(
m
l
)
jlqlP (Fm−l,n).
Observe now that by the induction hypothesis the terms with m − l < n vanish.
Hence the sum consists only of the terms with l = 0. Thus we get
Fm,n+1 =
k−1∑
j=0
ζjkP (Fm,n) = 0
since
∑k−1
j=0 ζ
j
k = 0. 
Because of the identity fm,n = 0 for m < n and Lemma 2.2, we are interested
solely in the computation of Fm,n for m ≥ n
To simplify the formulation of the next result, let us introduce the sequence
an =
k−1∑
j=0
jnζjk.
Note the following easy special cases. For k = 2, we have a0 = 0 and an = −1 for
n ≥ 1. For a general k, we have a0 = 0, a1 =
k
ζk−1
, and
a2 = k((k − 2)ζk − k)/(ζk − 1)
2.
We now state a recurrence relation for the sequence Fm,n.
Theorem 2.5. The following recurrence holds
(4) Fm,n =
m−n+1∑
r=1
ar
(
m
r
)
qrP (Fm−r,n−1), n ≥ 1,m ≥ 0.
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Proof. Since u(ki+ j) = P (u(i)) + jq, we have
Fm,n+1 =
kn+1−1∑
i=0
ζ
sk(i)
k u(i)
m
=
k−1∑
j=0
kn−1∑
i=0
ζ
sk(ki+j)
k (P (u(i)) + jq)
m
=
k−1∑
j=0
ζjk
kn−1∑
i=0
ζ
sk(i)
k
m∑
r=0
(
m
r
)
jrqrP (u(i))m−r
=
m∑
r=0
ar
(
m
r
)
qrP (Fm−r,n).
The term with r = 0 vanishes since a0 = 0; the terms with r ≥ m − n + 1 vanish
since by Proposition 2.4 we have Fm−r,n = 0. Thus
Fm,n+1 =
m−n∑
r=1
ar
(
m
r
)
qrP (Fm−r,n).
To conclude, replace n by n− 1. 
Proposition 2.6. In the ring Sym(V ), the elements Fm,n are divisible by
∏n−1
j=0 P
j(q).
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. There is nothing to prove for n = 0.
The claim for a general n follows from the recurrence in Theorem 2.5. In fact,∏n−1
j=0 P
j(q) divides all the terms in this recurrence. 
In order to study the sequence Fm,n further, we introduce a related, simpler
sequence Hm,n of elements of Sym(V ) given by
(5) Hm,n =
(ζk − 1)n
kn(n+m)!
∏n−1
i=0 P
i(q)
Fm+n,n.
This definition makes sense, since by Proposition 2.6 we know that Fm,n is divisible
by
∏n−1
i=0 P
i(q) and the ring Sym(V ) is a domain. Note that in fact Hm,n lie in
Symm(V ), the mth symmetric power of V .
We start by rewriting the recurrence relation for Fm,n in terms of Hm,n.
Lemma 2.7. The sequence Hm,n satisfies the following recurrence relation
(6) Hm,n = P (Hm,n−1) +
m+1∑
r=2
ar(ζk − 1)
kr!
qr−1P (Hm+1−r,n−1), n ≥ 1.
Proof. We obtain this recurrence immediately from Theorem 2.5 by substituting
the formula for Hm,n and separating the term with r = 1. 
We will use the following easy lemma providing a solution to a "twisted" linear
recurrence relation of order 1.
Lemma 2.8. Suppose that a sequence rn of elements of a ring R satisfies a recur-
rence relation
rn = P (rn−1) + bn, n ≥ 1
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for some bn ∈ R and a ring endomorphism P : R→ R. Then
rn = P
n(r0) +
n∑
i=1
Pn−i(bi),
where P i = P ◦ P ◦ . . . ◦ P denotes the i-th iteration of P .
Proof. The formula follows immediately by induction on n. 
Theorem 2.9. We have
Hm,n =
∑
m=ν1+...+νt
ν1,...,νt≥1
(
t∏
i=1
aνi+1(ζk − 1)
k(νi + 1)!
) ∑
0≤l1<...<lt≤n−1
P l1(q)ν1 · · ·P lt(q)νt .
In the formula, the sum is taken over all t ≥ 0 and all tuples (ν1, . . . , νt) ∈ Nt such
that νi ≥ 1 and ν1 + . . .+ νt = m. When m = 0, one should interpret this formula
as saying that H0,n = 1.
Proof. Define H ′m,n by the formula stated in the theorem. We will prove that
Hm,n = H
′
m,n. Since u(0) = 0, we get Hm,0 = H
′
m,0 = 0 for m ≥ 1 and H0,0 =
H ′0,0 = 1. Applying Lemma 2.8 to Lemma 2.7, we get
Hm,n =
n∑
i=1
m+1∑
r=2
ar(ζk − 1)
kr!
Pn−i(q)r−1Pn−i+1(Hm+1−r,i−1)
=
m+1∑
r=2
ar(ζk − 1)
kr!
n−1∑
i=0
P i(q)r−1P i+1(Hm+1−r,n−i−1)
To end the proof, it is sufficient to note that the sequence H ′m,n satisfies the same
recurrence. This is easily verified to be the case. In fact, the terms in the recurrence
with a given r and i correspond to the terms in the formula with ν1 = r − 1 and
l1 = i. 
Corollary 2.10. Let k = 2 and u(n) = n. We then have
Fm+n,n = (−1)
n(n+m)!2
n(n−1)
2
∑
m=ν1+...+νt
ν1,...,νt≥1
(
t∏
i=1
1
(νi + 1)!
) ∑
0≤l1<...<lt≤n−1
2l1ν1+...+ltνt .
Proof. Recall that for k = 2 and u(n) = n, we have ζk = −1, an = −1 for n ≥ 1,
q = 1 and P is the multiplication by 2 map. The formula follows immediately from
Theorem 2.9 and the definition of Hm,n. 
Form = 0 andm = 1, this reproves the identities of Nieto and Bateman-Bradley.
For m = 2, we get
fn+2,n(x) = (−1)
n2
n(n−1)
2 (n+2)!
(
1
2
x2 +
1
2
(2n−1 − 1)x+
1
36
(5 · 22n − 9 · 2n + 4)
)
.
We state below some special values of Hm,n for m = 0, 1 and Fm,n for m = n and
m = n+ 1. All these computations follow immediately from Theorem 2.9.
Corollary 2.11. We have H0,n = 1 and H1,n = ck
∑n−1
i=0 P
i(q), where ck =
(k−2)ζk−k
2(ζk−1)
(so that c2 = 1/2).
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Corollary 2.12. We have
Fn,n = dkn!
n−1∏
i=0
P i(q),
Fn+1,n = ek(n+ 1)!
(
n−1∏
i=0
P i(q)
)
n−1∑
j=0
P j(q).
where
dk =
kn
(ζk − 1)n
, ek =
kn((k − 2)ζk − k)
2(ζk − 1)n+1
.
In particular, for k = 2, we have dk = (−1)n, ek = (−1)n/2.
We apply these result to get some interesting identities involving the sum of
digits function s2(n).
Corollary 2.13. Let n ≥ 0 be an integer. We then have
2n−1∑
i=0
(−1)s2(i)s2(i)
rim−r = 0
for 0 ≤ r ≤ m < n and
2n−1∑
i=0
(−1)s2(i)s2(i)
rin−r = (−1)nr!(n − r)!σn−r(1, 2, . . . , 2
n−1)
for 0 ≤ r ≤ n, where σi is the i-th symmetric polynomial in n variables.
Proof. Consider the sequence u(n) = s2(n)v1+nv2 with values in a two dimensional
vector space V with basis v1, v2. This sequence satisfies the recurrence (2) with
q = v1 + v2 and P given by the matrix
(
1 0
0 2
)
(in the basis v1, v2). The sum in
the theorem is equal to the coefficient of vr1v
n−r
2 in F
u
m,n in the first case and the
coefficient of vr1v
n−r
2 in F
u
n,n in the second case. We get the claim by Proposition
2.4 and Corollary 2.12, respectively. 
We can obtain similar results for different choices of the sequence u. We give
one more example below.
Corollary 2.14. We have
2n−1∑
i=0
(−1)s2(i)(2rs2(i)− i)
m = 0,
for integers n,m ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ r ≤ n− 1.
Proof. As in Corollary 2.13, we consider the sequence u(n) = s2(n)v1 + nv2 with
values in a two dimensional vector space V with basis v1, v2. We have P
r(q) =
v1 + 2
rv2 for 0 ≤ r ≤ n − 1. Consider the linear map ϕ : V → K such that
ϕ(v1) = 2
r, ϕ(v2) = −1. This map extends to a homomorphism of K-algebras
ϕ : Sym(V ) → K and ϕ(P r(q)) = 0. The expression in the corollary is equal to
ϕ(Fm,n). Since by Proposition 2.6 we know that Fm,n is divisible by P
r(q), we get
ϕ(Fm,n) =
2n−1∑
i=0
(−1)s2(i)(2rs2(i)− i)
m = 0.

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We have already seen in Lemma 2.7 that the sequence Hm,n satisfies a certain
recurrence relation. We will now prove that it also satisfies a linear recurrence in
n.
Theorem 2.15. Consider the induced action of P on the space
Sm = ⊕
m
d=0Sym
dV.
This space has dimension M = dimSm =
(
m+dimV
m
)
. Let
χP,m(y) = det(id− Py | Sm)
be the reciprocal of the characteristic polynomial of the action of P on Sm. (In
particular, degχP,m ≤M and equality holds when P is invertible.) Put
Hm =
∑
n≥0
Hm,ny
n
(this is a power series with coefficients in Symm(V )). Then Hm is a rational
function or more precisely
Hm =
h(y)
χP,m(y)
for some polynomial h(y) with coefficients in Symm(V ) of degree deg h < M .
Corollary 2.16. In the notation of the preceding theorem, write χP,m(y) =
∑M
j=0 bjy
j
with bj ∈ K. Then
Hm,n = −
M∑
j=1
bjHm,n−j , n ≥M.
The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 2.15. Before we begin the proof
of the theorem, note that the statement simplifies greatly when V is the field K and
P : V → V is multiplication by p. In this case, Hm,n satisfies a linear relation in
n of degree m+ 1 whose coefficients are equal to the coefficients of the polynomial∏m
i=0(1−p
iy). It might be useful to think about this case when reading the following
argument.
Proof. We do induction on m. For m = 0, we have H0,n = 1 and H0 = 1/(1 − y)
and so the claim holds in this case. Assume now that m ≥ 1.
By Lemma 2.7, we have
Hm,n = P (Hm,n−1) +
m+1∑
r=2
crq
r−1P (Hm+1−r,n−1)
for some cr ∈ K. Multiplying this equality by yn and summing over all n ≥ 1, we
get
Hm = yP (Hm) +
m+1∑
r=2
crq
r−1yP (Hm+1−r).
(Recall that Hm,0 = 0 for m ≥ 1.) We obtain, by induction on m, the following
equality
(7) Hm − yP (Hm) =
m+1∑
r=2
crq
r−1yP (Hm+1−r) =
g(y)
χP,m−1(y)
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for some g(y) ∈ Symm(V )[y] of degree deg g ≤ Mm−1 = dimSm−1. (We use here
the obvious fact that χP,m1 divides χP,m2 for m1 ≤ m2.) If dimV = 1 and P is
the multiplication by p map, the left hand side is just (1 − pmy)Hm and we get
the result simply after dividing by (1 − pmy). In the case dimV > 1, we have
to proceed more carefully. Consider N = K[[y]] ⊗K Sym
m(V ) with a structure
of a K[[y]][t]−module, where multiplication by t is induced by the action of P
on Symm(V ). As a K[[y]]−module, N is free of rank dimSymm(V ). Let N ′ be
the K[[y]][t]−submodule of N generated by Hm. Then, as a K[[y]]-module, N ′ is
generated by vi = P
i(Hm) for 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1, where l = dimSym
m(V ). We can
write
tvi =
l−1∑
j=0
aijvj
for a certain l× l matrix A = (aij) with coefficients in K. By equation (7), we have
(I −Ay)


v0
...
vl−1

 =


w0
...
wl−1

 ,
where wi are power series of the form
gj(y)
χP,m−1(y)
for some polynomials gj of degree
deg gj ≤Mm−1. Consider now the adjoint matrix (I −Ay)adj of the matrix I−Ay.
Its coefficients are polynomials in K[y] of degree smaller than dimSymm(V ). We
then have (I −Ay)adj(I −Ay) = det(id− Py | Symm(V ))I and so
det(id− Py | Symm(V ))


v0
...
vl−1

 = (I −Ay)adj


w0
...
wl−1

 .
We can write

v0
...
vl−1

 = det(id− Py | Symm(V ))−1(I −Ay)adj


w0
...
wl−1

 .
Now, wi are power series with coefficients
gj(y)
χP,m−1(y)
for gj of degree at most Mm−1,
(I − Ay)adj has as its coefficients polynomials in y of degree smaller than l =
dimSymm(V ) and
χP,m−1(y) det(id− Py | Sym
m(V )) = χP,m(y).
Hence all vi are rational functions of the form
hi(y)
χP,m(y)
with polynomials hi(y) of
degree smaller than Mm−1 + l = M . This applies in particular to v0 = Hm, which
is exactly what we wanted to prove. 
3. Identities involving Prouhet-Thue-Morse like sequences
The property of the Prouhet-Thue-Morse sequence tn which says that
∑2n−1
i=0 tii
m =
0 for m = 0, 1, . . . , n−1 implies the existence of sets Pn, Qn satisfying the following
properties:
Pn ∪Qn = {0, 1, . . . , 2
n − 1}, Pn ∩Qn = ∅
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and
(8)
∑
i∈Pn
im =
∑
i∈Qn
im
for each m ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}. In fact, it is enough to take
Pn = {i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2
n − 1} : ti = 1}
and
Qn = {i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2
n − 1} : ti = −1}.
In particular, Pn and Qn have the same number of elements (take m=0). A question
arises whether for a certain r it is possible to construct a partition of {0, 1, . . . , r}
into two sets of equal cardinalities so that a property analogous to (8) holds. For
an interesting approach to this problem one can consult [4]. We are especially
interested in the value of r of the form kn−1; in particular, k needs to be even since
Pn and Qn are supposed to be equinumerous. To state our results, we introduce
the following notation. Let k be an integer ≥ 2 and put Ik = {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}. For
any l ∈ Ik, let
Nk(l, i)=number of occurrences of a digit l in the expansion of
an integer i in base k.
Moreover, we observe that for l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k− 1} the function Nk(l, i) satisfies the
following recurrence relations
Nk(l, ki+ j) =
{
Nk(l, i) for j ∈ Ik \ {l},
Nk(l, i) + 1 for j = l
Using this recurrence relation, one can easily prove the following useful result.
Lemma 3.1. Let n and k ≥ 2 be integers and t0, . . . , tk−1 be variables. Then the
following identity holds
(9)
n−1∏
i=0
( k−1∑
j=0
tjx
jki
)
=
kn−1∑
i=0
( k−1∏
l=0
t
Nk(l,i)
i
)
xi.
Proof. Regroup the terms. 
We are ready to state the following result. Let b be a positive integer and k = 2b.
Put Ab = {1, 2, . . . , 2b− 1} and consider the set
Ab = {(c1, c2, . . . cb) ∈ A
b
b : ci 6= cj for i 6= j}.
In particular, |Ab| =
(
2b−1
b
)
. For a given v = (v1, . . . , vb) ∈ Ab, we put
Nk,v(i) =
b∑
j=1
Nk(vj , i).
Theorem 3.2. For integers n > m ≥ 0, we have
kn−1∑
i=0
(−1)Nk,v(i)im = 0.
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In particular, for an integer n and an even k ≥ 2, the set {0, 1, . . . , kn − 1} can be
partitioned into two disjoint subsets P and Q such that∑
i∈P
im =
∑
i∈Q
im
for each m = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1.
Proof. In order to get the result, we will use Lemma 3.1. More precisely, let v =
(v1, . . . , vb) ∈ Ab be given. Put V = {v1, . . . , vb}. In the expression in Lemma 3.1,
we substitute
ti =
{
−1 for i ∈ V
+1 for i ∈ (Ab ∪ {0}) \ V.
For such ti, we have
∑k−1
j=0 tj = 0 which implies that for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1
the polynomial hi(x) =
∑k−1
j=0 tjx
jki has a root at x = 1. This shows that the
polynomial Fn(x) =
∏n−1
i=0 hi(x) has a root at x = 1 with multiplicity at least n, so
that Fn(x) = (x− 1)nWn(x). On the other hand,
Fn(x) =
kn−1∑
i=0
(−1)Nk,v(i)xi.
Let θ be the differential operator defined by θ = x ddx , i.e., θ
(∑s
i=0 aix
i
)
=∑s
i=0 iaix
i. Applying m times the operator θ to the polynomial Fn, we see that
θm(Fn(x)) =
kn−1∑
i=0
(−1)Nk,v(i)imxi
and since Fn(x) has a root with multiplicity at least n at x = 1, θ
m(Fn(x)) has a
root of order at least n−m at x = 1. This shows that
∑kn−1
i=0 (−1)
Nk,v(i)im = 0 for
m = 0, . . . , n− 1. For the final statement, take
P = {i ∈ {0, . . . , kn − 1} : (−1)Nk,v(i) = 1}
and
Q = {i ∈ {0, . . . , kn − 1} : (−1)Nk,v(i) = −1}.

Using Theorem 3.2 and the well known fact that
(
x
m
)
can be written as a linear
combination of 1, x, . . . , xm, we easily get the following
Corollary 3.3. Let v = (v1, . . . , vb) ∈ Ab. Consider the polynomial
fm,n(v, x) =
kn−1∑
i=0
(−1)Nk,v(i)(x+ i)m.
Then:
(1) If m < n, then fm,n(v, x) = 0.
(2) If m ≥ n, then degfm,n(v, x) ≤ m−n. In particular, fn,n(v, x) is a constant
polynomial.
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Proof. The first part of our corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2.
In order to prove the second part, we write
kn−1∑
i=0
(−1)Nk,v(i)(x+ i)m =
kn−1∑
i=0
(−1)Nk,v(i)
m∑
j=0
(
m
j
)
xm−j ij
=
m∑
j=0
(
m
j
)
xm−j
kn−1∑
i=0
(−1)Nk,v(i)ij.

Put Fn,n(v) = fn,n(v, x).
Proposition 3.4. We have
Fn,n(v) = n!k(
n
2)

 ∑
0≤j≤k−1
j /∈v
j −
∑
0≤j≤k−1
j∈v
j


n
.
Proof. We will only sketch the argument since it resembles the proof of Proposition
2.4. We have
Fn+1,n+1(v) =
kn+1−1∑
i=0
(−1)Nk,v(i)in+1 =
k−1∑
j=0
kn−1∑
i=0
(−1)Nk,v(ki+j)(ki+ j)n+1
=
∑
0≤j≤k−1
j /∈v
kn−1∑
i=0
(−1)Nk,v(i)(ki+ j)n+1 −
∑
0≤j≤k−1
j∈v
kn−1∑
i=0
(−1)Nk,v(i)(ki+ j)n+1
since Nk,v(ki+ j) = Nk,v(i) if j /∈ v and Nk,v(ki + j) = Nk,v(i) + 1 if j ∈ v. Note
now that for a fixed j we have
kn−1∑
i=0
(−1)Nk,v(i)(ki+ j)n+1 =
n+1∑
s=0
kn−1∑
i=0
(−1)Nk,v(i)
(
n+ 1
s
)
ksisjn+1−s
=
n+1∑
s=0
(
n+ 1
s
)
jn+1−sksfs,n(v, 0).
The terms with 0 ≤ s < n vanish by Corollary 3.3. Therefore we have
Fn+1,n+1(v) = (n+ 1)k
n

 ∑
0≤j≤k−1
j /∈v
j −
∑
0≤j≤k−1
j∈v
j

Fn,n(v)
+ kn+1

 ∑
0≤j≤k−1
j /∈v
1−
∑
0≤j≤k−1
j∈v
1

 fn+1,n(v, 0).
The latter sum vanishes since exactly half of 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1 lie in v. The claim
follows. 
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4. Open questions and conjectures
In this section, we propose some related questions and conjectures. Motivated
by the result obtained in Proposition 3.3, we state the following problem.
Problem 4.1. Present a method which allows to compute a closed expression for
the polynomial
fm,n(v, x) =
kn−1∑
i=0
(−1)Nk,v(i)(x+ i)m,
for integers m > n and v ∈ Ab, where Ab is as in Theorem 3.2.
Next we state two conjectures which can be seen as generalizations of some
results from Section 2.
Conjecture 4.2. Let k ≥ 1 and a1, . . . , ak be nonnegative integers. Put A =
(a1, . . . , ak) and X = (x, x1, . . . , xk) be a vector of variables. Consider the polyno-
mial
GA(X) =
2a1−1∑
i1=0
2a2−1∑
i2=0
. . .
2ak−1∑
ik=0
(−1)
∑k
j=1 s2(ij)
(
x+
k∑
j=1
ijxj
)∑k
j=1 aj
.
Then we have the following identity
GA(X) = (−1)
∑
k
j=1 aj2
∑
k
j=1
aj(aj−1)
2
( k∑
j=1
aj
)
!
( k∏
j=1
x
aj
j
)
.
Conjecture 4.3. Let m ≥ 1 and a1, . . . , ak be nonnegative integers. Put A =
(a1, . . . , ak) and X = (x1, . . . , xm), Y = (y1, . . . , ym) be vectors of variables. Con-
sider the polynomial
GA(X,Y ) =
ka1−1∑
i1=0
ka2−1∑
i2=0
. . .
kam−1∑
ik=0
ζ
∑
m
j=1 sk(ij)
k
( m∑
j=1
(sk(ij)xj + ijyj)
)∑m
j=1 aj
.
Then:
(1) If k = 2, then
GA(X,Y ) = (−1)
∑
m
j=1 aj
( m∑
j=1
aj
)
!
m∏
j=1
( aj−1∏
ij=0
(xj + 2
ijyj)
)
.
(2) If k > 2, then
m∏
j=1
( nj−1∏
ij=0
(xj + k
ijyj)
)∣∣∣GA(X,Y ).
The next conjecture asks about a different generalization of some of the results
obtained in Section 3.
Conjecture 4.4. Letm,n ≥ 1 be integers, t be a variable and put X = (x1, . . . , xm).
Consider the polynomial
Hm,n = Hm,n(X, t) =
2n−1∑
i1=0
2n−1∑
i2=0
. . .
2n−1∑
im=0
(−1)s2(
∑m
j=1 ij)
(
t+
m∑
j=1
ijxj
)n
.
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We then have degtHm,n(X, t) = m− 1. In particular,
H1,n = (−1)
nn!2
n(n−1)
2 xn1 ,
H2,n = (−1)
nn!2
n(n−1)
2
(
2
xn1 − x
n
2
x1 − x2
t+ 2n
xn+11 − x
n+1
2
x1 − x2
+ x1x2(2
n − 1)
xn−11 − x
n−1
2
x1 − x2
)
.
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